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Yes, Windows will release yet another operating 

system in the middle of 2015.  The natural name 

would have been Windows 9, but Microsoft is eager 

to suggest a break with the past (Win95, Win98) and 

jumped to 10. 

It will address many issues that users have reported 

with Windows 8, most importantly the “start” 

button. Why Microsoft removed the start button in 

Windows 8 is anybody’s guess. After including it in 

every version of windows for 20 years some bright 

spark decided to remove it and confused everybody! 

The new start button tries to combine the familiarity 

of Windows 7 with the modern interface of Win-

dows 8. That means the menu is split: On the left, 

apps are displayed in the familiar Windows 7 style, 

while on the right are more colourful “live tiles” that 

open the modern, Windows 8-style apps. The start 

menu is customizable, so you can resize the tiles and 

move them around, and make the start menu tall 

and thin or long and flat.  

 

 

With Windows 8 you were able to toggle between the two desktops, 

the main desktop and the metro desktop. With Windows 10 every-

thing is done in the desktop mode (which we are all used to).  

With Windows 10, the familiar “windows” metaphor is back; you’ll be 

able to resize the new-style apps and drag them around the screen 

like an old Win32 app. Conversely, if you’re using an older Win32-style 

app, it will be able to “snap into place” and fill all the available screen 

space just like the modern apps.  

Some users have been confused by the Windows 8 interface and can’t 

figure out what’s open on their screen or how to get back to an app. 

Windows 10 has a feature like OS X’s Mission Control that lets you 

zoom out and see everything that’s open on a PC, then select any app 

to enter it.  

You can also have multiple desktop configurations open and switch 

between them. So if you have two apps on the screen for a particular 

task, sized just how you want them, and then you change to some 

other apps, you’ll be able to get back to those first apps easily without 

having to resize them again. You can navigate through several of these 

desktop displays at the bottom of the screen.  

All write a more detailed report on Windows 10 closer to the release 

date next year. 
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     Are all windows updates really necessary? 

It depends on the kind of update you’re talking about 

and what you mean be necessary.  

Necessary for Windows to function? No, not 

usually.  

Necessary to prevent unauthorized users from 

exploiting flaws in Microsoft software to ac-

cess your computer? Yes, usually.  

 The updates that, on most computers, install automati-

cally are security related patches and are designed to 

plug recently discovered security holes. These should 

be installed if you want to keep your computer safe 

from intrusion.  

 Updates that aren't security related usually fix prob-

lems with, or enable new features in, Windows and oth-

er Microsoft software. You could certainly choose only 

to install the updates that fix a problem you're experi-

encing but installing them anyway shouldn't cause 

problems.  

 Which updates should you install?  

 Security updates (by default installed automatical-

ly) are necessary and important. Install all of them as 

they fix major bugs which can be exploited my mal-

ware and bad guys. Don’t hesitate to install them as the 

most-current exploits are usually most active.  

 Optional and recommended updates and up-

grades (for  the difference between these, see below) 

usually do some feature-fixes or add small features. 

Examples would be exFAT for XP and Vista or Mi-

crosoft Search. Drivers updates can be included, too. 

Some are indeed to be questioned – I don’t use any of 

the “Windows Live” software, so I skipped it. Never 

saw the Bing Bar mentioned in some other answer, but 

wouldn’t install that, too. Choose yourself!  

 Service Packs are collections of lots of updates of 

the above named categories. They bring all windows 

systems to the same fix level which makes it much easi-

er for software developers (both Microsoft and third 

parties) and administrators to maintain software and 

systems. They usually include much optional fixes not 

even available in Windows Update. Microsoft stops 

maintenance for older service pack levels after some 

time, then they change from optional to mandatory up-

dates.  

 Language Packs (available in Windows Vista/7 

 

 

Service packs are all-inclusive updates which have 

every fix, and some additional ones—since the oper-

ating system was released. If you install a new sys-

tem and it doesn’t have the latest service pack (SP1 

for Windows 7, SP2 for Vista, SP3 for XP), then 

that’s the first thing you should do, since it will save 

you as much as a hundred updates, all bundled into 

one. 

 How often does Windows Update check 

for new updates?  

You can always check for updates manually via Win-

dows Update but it does happen automatically every 

day. Actually, Windows Update checks for updates 

randomly, every 17 to 22 hours. Why randomly? Mi-

crosoft realized that millions of computers checking 

for updates at the same time might just bring their 

servers down. Spreading the checks out over a period 

of time prevents that from happening.  

Who would want to break into my com-

puter? I don't have anything anyone could 

possibly want.  

No, you probably don't have missile launch codes, a 

copy of Google's search algorithm, or a secret Star 

Wars script. But that doesn't mean your information, 

or your actual computer, isn't useful to someone with 

malicious intent. Even if you've never stored or typed 

your bank account information, social security num-

ber, credit card number, address, phone number, etc. 

on your computer, all of which would be immediately 

valuable to a thief, there's plenty to want on anyone's 

Internet connected computer. Breaking into your 

email, for example, gives a spammer or malware au-

thor access to potentially thousands of email address-

es. Imagine if an open security issue allowed someone 

scanning for holes just enough access to your comput-

er to install a keylogger. That would give the individu-

al at the receiving end access to everything you ever 

type on your keyboard.  

If a hacker is able to silently install a certain kind of 

program on your computer, you could become one 

more computer among millions of other drone com-

puters, doing the bidding of their master. This is often 

how high profile business and governmental websites 

are taken down.  (Continued next year) 


